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PRODUCTS FACT SHEET
Exsurco Medical, Inc. is a leading-edge equipment manufacturer for tissue bank applications, committed to improving 
excision science by providing instruments for tissue processing that make life easier for technicians and clinicians. 
This innovative and proprietary design is critical in helping to improve the skin recovery process in tissue banks and 
the yield of skin recovered, which provides the availability of additional grafts for patients.

Making Life Easier for Technicians  
Built upon a legacy of revolutionary tissue bank donor grafting solutions, Exsurco has developed a strong network 
among tissue banks nationwide by partnering with them to produce more life-saving skin grafts, increase efficiency 
and reduce costs.

SKIN RECOVERY DEVICE
Designed specifically with tissue banks in mind, the rotary  
design allows technicians to maneuver over body contours 
and hard-to-reach areas that are challenging for standard 
dermatomes. The precision-engineered Amalgatome® MD:

•  Is ideal for recovering cadaveric skin grafts up to 4" wide

•  Adjusts easily in .001" increments for consistent skin grafts

• Means less fatigue and more comfort for users

• Requires minimal preventative maintenance 

• Automatically shuts off when not in use

•  Preserves the blade edge throughout an entire tissue 
recovery with proprietary Edge-Retention Technology®



SKIN DEBRIDEMENT DEVICE
Producing high-quality, full-thickness skin grafts requires 
skill, practice and patience. Developed specifically for tissue 
processing, the Amalgatome® SK simplifies debriding 
procedures and decreases adipose removal time compared  
to conventional methods with its:

•  Unique circular blade cutting through adhered tissue  
quickly and precisely

• Ergonomic design requiring minimal force to operate

•  Wide-cutting blade surface providing clean, smooth,  
uniform tissue removal

• Available in sterile and non-sterile versions 

• Securely packaged for operator handling 
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REPLACEMENT BLADES
Compared to standard dermatome blades, DermaSharp blades 
are 30% sharper, remain 3 times sharper after use, and are 
ground and honed to a finer, sharper edge. Precision-engineered 
DermaSharp blades are:

•  Designed with Edge-Retention Technology to preserve  
the blade edge during recoveries, resulting in fewer  
blade changes

•  Made with premium hardened, surgical stainless steel 

•  Manufactured to exact specifications for use in popular 
competitor dermatome models

•  Sterile-packed for tissue recovery settings

•  Securely packaged for safe operator handling 


